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Welcome
We understand that comfort shoes need to be 
stylish, and stylish shoes need to be comfortable, 
and the Sandpiper range for this summer is just that. 
A varied collection of shoes, sandals and slippers that 
all have one thing in common: comfort and fi t.
 
We take great care in designing and manufacturing each 
pair to ensure they give the ultimate in comfort and fi t. They 
truly are like no other shoe.
 
As the business has been handed down through 
generation after generation of the Railton family 
over hundreds of years, product quality and 
customer satisfaction have always kept our 
business at the forefront of the market, 
and this continues right to today – our 
mission is simple: “happy customers 
with comfortable feet”.
 
We understand that no two feet are the same, and 
some feet are very diffi cult to fi t. However diffi cult you fi nd it to obtain comfortable shoes, 
we have the perfect shoe for you. The softness and fl exibility cannot be shown in a brochure, 
you need to experience it for yourself, with our free returns service, we have made it as easy 
as possible for you to experience what we call “comfort beyond compare” this summer.
 
You can order online, by phone or by post. Whichever way is best for you, we promise you 
will receive the high quality effi cient service that we have become so well known for over 
hundreds of years.
 
As a little thank you for your greatly valued order, just let us have your order within the next 
14 days to get your free gift.
 
We’re here waiting for your order, and look forward to being of service to you very soon.

Kind Regards

Michael Railton
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Our mission is simple :

Happy customers 
with comfortable feet.

33333333333

Long Shoe Horn £4

If you fi nd it diffi cult to get down to out your shoes on, 
this long, fl exible shoe horn is just what you 
need to assist you. 
• 37cm long    • Flexible design

Don’t forget your long shoe horn!
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1700’s
Cobblers & 
Bootmakers  

Banbury Town centre

1900’s
Family Shoe Service 
with retail shops and 
mobile shoe service

1990’s
Investment into 

new manufacturing 
concept

2010’s
Enhancement of 

Customer Experience 
and availability

We are a long established family business, with knowledge 
and experience handed down from generation to generation 
over hundreds of years.

Being fi rmly committed to the interests of suppliers, 
employees and customers has given the business great 
strength in service. With renowned attention to detail and an 
outstanding personal service and a hand crafted product, 
this puts the company at the forefront of the market, giving 
an excellent back up to the top quality footwear.

1800’s
Retailers in Banbury 
and other locations 
in Oxfordshire and 
Buckinghamshire

1980’s
Launch of 

Northamptonshire 
factory producing 

high quality women’s 
comfort footwear

2000’s
Development of 
extra wide fi tting 

comfort range

A history to be proud of
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Joy £64 Page 20Fairy £64 Page 7

Edwin £69 Page 72

If you’ve never experienced the comfort of wearing 
Sandpiper shoes, it may be a little diffi cult to understand 
why they are so different to other ‘so called’ comfort brands.

From the super soft leather uppers and linings, the deep 
cushioned padding, to the ultra fl exible construction and 
the huge amount of adjustment, Sandpiper really are the 
ultimate in comfort footwear that has no comparison. 
That’s why we call it ‘comfort beyond compare’.

On the following pages, you’ll see just why our shoes are 
so different to anything else, and how our company gives a 
service level that will keep you coming back for more!

Why you’ ll love Sandpiper

5
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£59
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Comfort Sandals

Fay  
Elegance in contemporary design
• E Fitting
• Size:  36 - 42

Gunmetal

Nutmeg

Gunmetal
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£64
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Comfort Sandals
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Fairy 
Adjustable fl air
• E Fitting
• Size:  36 - 42

Fiona  
Simple style
• E Fitting
• Size:  36 - 42

£54

Nutmeg

Nutmeg

Wine

Nutmeg
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Comfort Sandals

Heidi
A classic favourite
The simple styling and ease of adjustment is what makes this style so popular.  The cushioned 
footbed and soft leather lining adds superb comfort to a practical design.  Looking to be a top 
seller this season.
• Removable washable insole
• Super soft leather upper 
• Full leather lining
• Flexible construction
• Non-slip sole
• Cushioned leather footbed
• E Fitting
• Heel Height: 1 ½” 3.5cm
• Size: 36-42

£64               

Antique Gold Beige Steel Wine

Nevy Black
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£64
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Comfort Sandals

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9UK SIZES

CONTINENTAL SIZES 35  36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43

Holly
Summer Support
The closed toe design and the twin touch 
fastening straps give great protection and 
support for the foot, while maintaining an 
open summer feel. Ideal for the foot that 
needs the support of a shoe, but likes a sling 
back.
• E Fitting
• Heel Height: 1 ½” – 3.5cm
• Size:  36 – 42

Bark/Mocca

£64               

Hilda 
Stylish practicality
The back in designs, and the side panels give 
the foot unrivalled support, while keeping the 
overall appearance looking open and stylish. 
The twin adjustable straps provide excellent 
fi tting properties to a wonderfully light a 
fl exible sandal.
• E+ Fitting
• Heel Height: 1 ½” 3.5cm
• Size:  36 - 42

Stone/BeigeNavyAntique Gold/Gunmetal

Stone/Beige

Cherry Navy Beige

Cherry
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Comfort Sandals

£59

Bark NavyGunmetal

Hannah
Blissful comfort
Our best selling sandal this season, make sure you try a pair for yourself. The twin touch 
fastening straps give maximum adjustment, and the simple design fl atters the foot. Comes with 
a deep cushioned footbed to ensure blissful comfort all day long.
• Super soft leather upper
• Full leather lining
• Flexible construction
• Non-slip sole

• Cushioned leather footbed
• E Fitting
• Removable, washable 
insole

• Heel height: 1½” 3.5cm
• Size: 36-42

Cherry

Beige Cherry
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£59

£54
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Comfort Sandals

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9UK SIZES

CONTINENTAL SIZES 35  36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43

Hope  
Slip-on versatility
• E+ Fitting
• Heel Height: 1 ½” 3.5cm
• Size:  36 - 42

Harper  
Simple, comfortable favourite
• E+ Fitting
• Heel Height: 1 ½” 3.5cm
 • Size:  36 - 42

Bronze/Stone Navy/Matt Bronze/Matt

Navy Bronze
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£64

£64
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Comfort Sandals

£59

Pixie 
Smart, dressy summer style
• E Fitting
• Size: 36 - 42

Orla Popular classic design
• E Fitting
• Size: 36 - 42

Ebony Elegant heeled design
From it’s elegant heel design, to the elastic gusset over the instep, everything has been included 
in the design to ensure this sandal feels as good as it looks. A real favourite last year.
• Super soft leather
• Flexible construction
• Non-slip sole

• Cushioned leather footbed
• E Fitting
• Heel Height: 2" - 5cm

• Size: 36-42

Navy Gunmetal Mineral

Black/Patent

Stone/Gold Bark/Beige Black/Patent Olive/Beige Cherry/Patent
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£64
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Comfort Sandals

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9UK SIZES
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Pip 
Lightweight, comfort classic
• E Fitting
• Size: 36 - 42

Pru
Simple fl owing fl air
The plain lines of this graceful sandal compliment the super soft straps and comfort footbed. A 
sandal that is at home on an evening out as it is in the kitchen.
• E Fitting
• Size: 36 – 42
• Heel Height: 1 ¼” – 3cm

£64

Gunmetal

Beige Steel

Black Stone

Gunmetal

White/Mineral
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Cheryl
Super soft
A classic sandal design, but with extra adjustment, good heel support 
and superbly soft leather. The straps open right out, making it easy to 
put on and off. This sandal can be adjusted to fi t each foot individually, 
ideal if one foot is more swollen than the other. Great for really diffi cult 
feet.
• Twin strap touch fasting
• Extra long strap for maximum adjustment
• Removable washable insole
• Soft leather upper
• Full leather lining
• Padded ankle support
• Ultra Wide 6E Fitting
• Heel Height: 1¼" - 3cm
• Size: 35-43

£78 inc VAT     £65 VAT exempt

StoneStone/Beige Red/Burgundy

Spacious Sandals
Gorgeous styles with superb ventilation, will keep your feet fresh all day long. 
Our extra wide sandals are easily adjustable and with a variety of styles, there’s 
bound to be one to suit every outfi t.

Bronze/Pewter Navy
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Extra Wide Sandals
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Stone/Beige
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Extra Wide Sandals

Red

Clara
Popular style
A new back-in sandal with triple adjustment to obtain a perfect fi t. The long straps 
accommodate even very diffi cult feet, yet give good support where it is needed. A style that is 
looking to be very popular this season.
• Triple strap touch fastening
• Soft leather upper
• Removable, washable insole
• Full leather lining

• Back-in heel
• Ultra wide 6E Fitting
• Heel height: 1¼” 3cm
• Size: 35-43

£78 inc VAT     £65 VAT exempt

Navy

Stone

Pewter

Navy Stone Red Pewter
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Extra Wide Sandals
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Cleo
Cool and Feminine
The long adjustment on the touch fastening straps and the neat stich 
detail on the upper give this sandal the practicality and versatility 
needed for the most diffi  cult of feet.
• Ankle strap touch fastening
• Extra long straps for maximum adjustment
• Removable, washable insole
• Soft leather upper & full leather lining
• Padded heel strap
• Ultra Wide 6E Fitting
• Heel Height 1 ¼ “ – 3cm
• Size: 36-43

£78 inc VAT     £65 VAT exempt

Beige

Pewter

Beige

Navy
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Extra Wide Sandals

£78 inc VAT     £65 VAT exempt
Celia
Fashionable comfort
A design that has been requested for many seasons and gives the protection of a covered toe, 
but with the open feel of a sling back. The extra long touch fastening straps and wide openings 
give great adjustment for diffi  cult feet.
• Twin strap touch fastening
• Extra long straps for maximum adjustment
• Removable washable insole
• Soft leather upper
• Full leather lining

• Covered toe with deep toe box
• Elasticated heel gusset
• Ultra wide 6E fi tting
• Heel Height: 1¼” - 3cm
• Size: 36-43

Stone

NavyStone
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Savic
Elegance for really wide feet
Its not easy to get the support you need in a strappy sandal style, but this design really gives you 
the adjustment and style in a great looking design at a fantastic price.
• Triple strap touch fastening
• Adjustable ankle strap
• Full leather lining
• Lightweight design

• Flexible construction
• Ultra wide 6E Fitting
• Heel height: 1 ¼” 3cm
• Size: 3-8

Sun
Classic comfort
The adjustment of the touch fastening straps, and the ultra wide 
design, give comfort to the widest of feet, 
while the cushioned footbed, and the 
lightweight fl exible sole 
guarantees this style to be your 
favourite sandal this season.  
All at unbelievable value for money. 
• Triple strap touch fastening
• Adjustable ankle strap
• Full leather lining
• Lightweight design
• Flexible construction
• Ultra wide 6E Fitting
• Heel height: 1 ¼” 3cm
• Size: 3-8 Bronze

Bronze Black

BB

Black

Beige

£57 inc VAT     £47.50 VAT exempt

£57 inc VAT     £47.50 VAT exempt
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Luxurious Casuals 
Slip your feet into pair of this seasons’ most desirable casuals. Soft, fl exible and 
fantastically comfortable, there’s a style you’re bound to fall in love with.
• Beautifully soft leather uppers for excellent breathability
• Cushioned, removable, washable insoles for superb comfort and practicality
• Super safe non slip soles for extra confi dence

Joy
Blissfully feminine
Great styling in a choice of colours, this style has to be a winner all round. 
The touch fastening strap achieves the perfect fi  t, while the removable, 
washable insole is specially cushioned for unrivalled comfort.
• E+ Fitting
• Heel Height 1 ¼” – 3cm
• Size:  36 – 42

Stone/Beige

Copper/Antique Gold

Navy

Mineral/White

Black/Patent

£69
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Comfort Casual Shoes

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9UK SIZES

CONTINENTAL SIZES 35  36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43

Coffee Antique Gold

Navy Cherry

Ice

BlackMocca

Joan
Super smart and comfy
A superbly practical style with so much comfort, 
you’ll never be without them. From the deep 
toe boxes to the leather linings and padded 
collars, the comfort cannot be described – only 
experienced.
• Super soft leather upper
• Ultra fl exible construction
• Non-slip sole
• Removable, washable insole
• Lightweight with support
• E+ Fitting
• Heel Height: 1¼" - 3cm
•  Size: 36-42

£69

Beige
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Comfort Casual Shoes

Jenny
Wonderfully soft
Opens wide to allow easy foot entry. The easily 
adjusted touch fastening straps give you extra 
room when you need it. A shoe this versatile 
has never looked this good before.
• Super soft leather upper
• Ultra fl exible construction
• Non-slip sole
• Removable, washable insole
• Lightweight with support
• E+ Fitting
• Heel height: 1¼" - 3cm
• Size: 36-42

Stone/Beige

£69

Stone/Beige Olive

Black/Patent Navy

Black
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Jessie
Patent Magic
Smart styling with clean lines, and the wonderful versatility of Patent leather.  The softness of 
our patent leather is what really makes this style stand out.  For ease of wear and headtuning 
looks, you wont fi nd better!
•  Super soft leather upper
•  Ultra fl exible construction
•  Non-slip sole
•  Removable, washable insole

•  Lightweight with support
•  E+ Fitting     
•  Heel Height: 1 ¼ “ – 3cm
•  Size: 36-42

£69

Cherry/Burgundy PatentBrown/PatentBlack\Patent

Cherry/Burgundy Patent

23
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Beige Navy Cherry Black

Jane
Traditional Flair
A wonderfully classic design, with simple lines, and attractive detailing. The padded topline and 
the touch fasting tab ensures a snug fi t on the foot.
•  Super soft leather upper
•  Ultra fl exible construction
•  Non-slip sole
•  Removable, washable insole

•  Lightweight with support
•  E+ Fitting     
•  Heel Height: 1 ¼ “ – 3cm
•  Size: 36-42

£69

Cherry

24

Comfort Casual Shoes
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Jade 
Comfortable fl air
The touch fastening strap with neat fl ower detail, and the punched panel design gives a 
distinctive look to this wonderfully comfortable shoe.
• Super soft leather
• Ultra fl exible construction
• Non-slip sole
• Removable, washable insole

• Lightweight with support
• E+ Fitting
• Heel Height 1¼” - 3cm
• Size: 36-42

Navy Stone Cherry

Cherry

25

Comfort Casual Shoes
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£64
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Jodi  
Practical wellbeing
This design combines the support of a shoe 
with the open feel of a sling back, in a unique 
way. The elastic gussets make it easy to 
slip on and off – a popular design for early 
summer!
• E+ Fitting
• Size: 36 - 42

Beige

Beige Navy

Was £69 Now £48

Judy  
Comfort, support and style
A fantastic design that looks great on the foot and will be very popular this season. Available 
in 3 soft colour combinations, the comfort of this style has to be tried to be believed. Comfort, 
Support and Style all rolled together in one great design – try a pair as soon as you can!
• E+ Fitting
• Size: 36 - 42

Navy Beige

26

Comfort Casual Shoes

Was £69 Now £48
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Monica
Unpretentious Chic
Great basic design with twin elastic gussets and neat seams down the 
apron, complimented by the clever overlay and stitching detail to grab 
the attention in a most modest way.
•  Super soft leather upper
•  Ultra fl exible construction
•  Non-slip sole
•  Removable, washable insole

•  Lightweight with support
•  E Fitting    
•  Heel Height: 1 ¼ “ – 3 cm
•  Size: 36 – 42     

Chestnut

Black

Stone/Beige

Navy/Steel

Black/Burgundy

£64Mel Perfectly adjustable
A lace-up at its smartest! A really good looking lace up shoe, its fi lls a gap between smart 
and casual and feels as good as it looks. The lacing design ensures you can adjust the shoe to 
achieve the perfect fi t, and open right out to put it on and off effortlessly.
• 4 eyelet lace fastening
• Super soft leather upper
• Removable, washable   
    insole 

• Underfoot support
• Ultra fl exible construction
• Leather lining
• Padded ankle support

• Non-slip sole
• E+ Fitting
• Heel height: 1¼” - 3cm
• Size: 36-42pp

Cherry/Burgundy Black/PatentStone/Beige

27
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Meryl
Pure comfort
A pretty slip-on shoe for a smart look without sacrifi  cing comfort especially in the Black/Patent 
combination. Perfect for those semiformal gatherings that don’t need to be too dressy.
• E+ Fitting
• Heel height: 1¼" - 3cm
• Size: 36-42

£74

Mocca/Coffee

Black/Patent

Stone/BeigeCherry/Burgundy Black/Patent

28

Comfort Casual Shoes
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Maria
Simple style
For an everyday favorite, this will be hard to beat.  The clean, smooth lines and the soft supple 
leathers to the cushioned footbed and the lightweight design, the simplicity of this style might 
allow it to be overlooked, but anyone who has tried it on, will know what sets this shoe arart 
from the crowd!
•  Super soft leather upper
•  Ultra fl exible construction
•  Non-slip sole
•  Removable, washable insole

•  Lightweight with support
•  E Fitting    
•  Heel Height: 1 ¼ “ – 3 cm
•  Size: 36 – 42 

£74 

Black

Black NavyTaupeWine

29
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Brown/Nubuck

Brown/Nubuck

Lucy 
A proven classic
The ease of slipping it on and off, along with the smooth fl  owing lines 
of the design and the soft subtle colours, mean this will have customers 
wanting it in every colour!
• E Fitting • Heel height: ¾” 2cm • Size: 36-42 

Navy

Stone/Beige

Black

£74

Cherry/Burgundy

Stone/Beige Black

Stone/Beige
Navy

30

Comfort Casual Shoes

Laura Functional and stylish
This is our winner for the summer; with our array of colours you can set off your displays with real 
appeal. Works well alongside Lucy and Lulu. The function and stylish design of this style blends 
together in a unique way – a must for your summer collection.
• E Fitting • Heel height: ¾” 2cm • Size: 36-42 

£74
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£74

£74

Liz
Summer support
This style features cleverly positioned ‘cut-outs’ to give an open summer feel, without sacrifi  cing 
any support or fi tting properties. The touch fastening strap and elastic gussets at the heel provide 
exceptional comfort and adjustment.
• E Fitting • Heel height: ¾” 2cm • Size: 36-42 

Lois 
Perfect patent
• D Fitting
• Size:  36 - 42

Black Patent Burgundy Patent

Stone/Beige Navy/Dark Mineral

31

Comfort Casual Shoes
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Coffee Beige

Rowena
Designed for comfort
With twin elastic gussets for a perfect comfort fi t, and the 1½" heel 
height for style, this shoe provides all day long comfort, and is so easy 
to slip on and off. The cushioned leather insole is removable and can be 
washed, and the padded top-line ensures a snug, close fi t around the 
ankle – bliss for sensitive feet.
• Twin elastic gussets     
• Non-slip sole
• Ultra fl exible construction 

• E+ fi tting        
• Heel Height: 1½" - 4cm
• Size: 36-42

£69

Ray
Beautifully easy to wear
This style gives excellent adjustment, and 
looks fantastic! From the wide openings, to 
the soft leathers and neat stitching detail, 
support, adjustment, style and comfort fi nd 
the perfect balance in this amazing shoe.
• Single strap touch fastening
• Removable, washable insole
• Ultra fl exible construction & Non-slip sole
• E+ fi tting         •  Heel Height: 1½" - 4cm
• Size: 36-42

£69

Black/Grey Black/Burgundy Stone/BeigeCoffee/Honey

Black

Navy

Cherry
Cherry

Black/Burgundy

32

Comfort Casual Shoes
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Sheila
Popular comfort
A top seller – and no wonder! Plain, simple detail complements soft 
supple comfort that cannot be described in words. Where else can you 
fi nd this heel height on such a comfortable shoe? Try it and fi nd out for 
yourself what this shoe can do for you.
• Super soft leather
• Ultra fl exible construction
• Non-slip sole
• Removable, washable insole

• Lightweight with support
• Heel height 1¾" - 4.5cm
• Size: 36-42

Marine/Metallic

Black/Patent

Antique Gold

£69

Kim 
Comtemporary summer favourite
•  Super soft leather
•  Ultra fl exible construction
•  Non-slip sole
•  Removable, washable insole
•  Lightweight with support
•  Heel Height: 2½” - 6cm
• E Fitting
• Size: 36 - 42

Beige

Marine/Steel

Black/Antique 
Silver

Stone

£59
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Navy Brown / Copper

Ida
Our best selling moccasin style
Ida offers practical, plain styling for every occasion. The snug heel fi t 
and generous room in the toe area ensures a fi rm yet comfortable fi t 
for every day wear. So soft and fl exible, you will forget you have them 
on!
• E Fitting
• Heel Height 1¼" - 3cm
• Size: 2-9

£90

Stylish Moccasins
Fantastically popular our moccasins have stood the test of time, easy, versatile 
and stylish you’ll wonder how you’ve ever done without a pair!

Stone/Beige

Brown/Copper

Black

Navy

Black

Call 0800 822 313334



Eva
Beautifully easy to wear
Our most popular moccasin style. So easy to put on and take off, you’ll 
end up wearing them all day, every day.
• Ultra wide 5E fi tting
• Heel Height 1¼" - 3cm
• Size: 2-9

Nancy
Personalise your fi t
Our best selling lace-up moccasin style. The versatility of Nancy makes the comfort irresistible, 
and the 2 eyelet lacing design makes it so easy to slip on and off whenever you need to.
• EEE Fitting
• Heel Height 1¼" - 3cm
• Size: 2-9

£90

£90

Navy

NavyBlackBrown / Copper

Beige

Navy

Black
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Comfort Moccasins
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Comfort shoes for problem feet

Padded ankle support

Soft leather linings

Snug heel fi t

Extra wide openings

Super soft leather uppers

Deep at the toe area Virtually seam free on the inside

Lightweight and fl exible

Removeable, washable insoles

3 in 1 fi tting system for the 
perfect fi t for each foot

Long straps for adjustment

Specialist Footwear
A carefully designed range of comfort footwear for problem feet. Take a look 
through the following pages of shoes, boots, slippers and sandals to fi nd a 
unique range of the most comfortable, best fi tting shoes available for your feet.

While shoes for swollen or sensitive feet need that extra bit of room, it is equally 
important that they should look neat. We have gone to great lengths to keep the 
appearance looking smart, even for the widest, most diffi cult feet.

Take a look, try some and tell us what you think.

36
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Wardale
Super soft comfort
Our most popular style in our ultra wide fi tting range, this simple design keeps the foot looking 
neat and the extra wide opening makes it easy to put on and off, even with very swollen feet. 
The super soft leathers and the virtually seam free lining means you can put them on and forget 
about uncomfortable, unsightly feet.
• Single strap touch fastening
• Super soft leather upper
• Leather lining
• Underfoot support
• Ultra fl exible construction
• Seam free forepart

• Deep toe box
• Padded ankle support
• Padded tongue
• Non-slip sole
• Suitable for diabetics
• Ultra Wide 4E – 6E 

 3in1 Fitting system
• Two removable insoles giving 
 3 fi tting options on each foot
• Heel Height: 1¼" - 3cm
• Size: 36-42

Black

Black PatentBronze/Pewter

Chestnut Stone/Beige Navy

£84 inc VAT     £70 VAT exempt
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Welton
Neat, smart and stylish
With a low cut front, this style is great if your feet swell over the instep. The edges are all padded 
so they don’t cut into the foot and the extra long strap will fi t even extra swollen feet. A very neat, 
smart style – designed to make very wide and swollen feet look smart and feel comfortable!
• Single bar touch fastening
• Extra long strap 
 for maximum adjustment
• Low cut front for very 
 high or swollen insteps
• Super soft leather upper
• Leather lining

• Underfoot support
• Ultra fl exible construction
• Deep toe box
• Padded ankle support
• Non-slip sole
• Suitable for diabetics
• Ultra Wide 4E – 6E 

• 3in1 Fitting system
• Two removable insoles 
    giving 3 fi tting options on 
    each foot
• Heel Height: 1¼" - 3cm
• Size: 36-42

Red

Pewter

Stone

Black Patent

Black

£84 inc VAT     £70 VAT exempt

38
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Wested
This seasons’ must have style
We set about to design a shoe to give loads of adjustment, a really wide 
opening, proper support around the ankle with smart styling and this 
is what we came up with! An unbelievable combination of comfort, 
adjustment and neat design, we are really enthusiastic about what this 
shoe can offer. 
• Twin touch fastening 
• Extra wide opening
• Soft leather upper & lining
• Underfoot support 
• Padded ankle support
• Non-slip sole
• Suitable for diabetics
• Ultra wide 4E-6E 3in1 fi tting
• Heel Height: 1¾" - 3cm
• Size: 36-42

Black

Black/Burgundy

£87 inc VAT     £72.50 VAT exempt

Welling
Cushioned comfort
You won’t believe how good this looks on the foot – no matter how wide your feet look in other 
shoes, slip them into a pair of Welling and see the transformation. The neat lines down the front 
of the shoe keep even the widest feet looking smart and with the clever elastic gusset makes 
sure the leather edge does not cause any discomfort even on very high or swollen insteps. 
• Extra long strap for 
    maximum adjustment
• Low cut front with elastic 
    gusset for very high or 
    swollen insteps
• Super soft leather upper

• Soft leather lining
• Underfoot & Ankle support
• Deep toe box
• Non-slip sole
• Suitable for diabetics
• Ultra wide 4E-6E 

• 3in1 fi tting system
• Two removable insoles 
    giving 3 fi tting options on 
    each foot
• Heel Height: 1¾" - 3cm
• Size: 36-42

Stone/Beige Red/Burgundy Black

£87 inc VAT     £72.50 VAT exempt

Bronze/Pewter

Brown/Nubuck

“The only shoes
I can wear!”

Mrs C - Reading
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Call 0800 822 3133

How to Order
We have made it as easy as possible for you to order your Sandpiper Footwear from us – simply 
choose the most convenient option for you, and your order will be given our immediate attention:

Fast delivery and effi cient service
Your Sandpiper shoes will usually be 
despatched within 48 hours of receipt of 
your order and will be sent by Royal Mail. To 
enable us to be effi cient, we hold large stocks 
of all styles, colours and sizes. If, however, 
customer orders are particularly high, we 
might run out of stock occasionally. If this 
happens, we will contact you to advise you 
when your shoes will be available.

How to order by Telephone
It’s faster and easier by telephone. You may 
fi nd it useful to complete the order form 
fi rst on the next page, so that you can simply 
read out your order to the operator. Please 
remember to have your full credit or debit 
card details and postcode, then call us FREE 
on 0800 822 3133. Lines are open 9:00am – 
4:45pm Monday to Friday.

How to order by Fax
Complete the order form on the next page, 
remembering to include your credit or debit 
card details and your telephone number, and 
fax it to 01295 279982.

How to order by Freepost
Simply complete the order form on the 
next page and return it to us at: RAILTONS, 
FREEPOST SCE10291, BANBURY OX16 1BR. 
Don’t forget to include your full credit/debit 
card details or cheque.

How to Order Online
Orders placed online are given highest 
priority, and this is the quickest and simplest 
way to order. Visit our website at 
www.sandpipershoes.com to order your 
shoes at any time that suits you best. 

Visit www.sandpipershoes.com
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Exchanges & Refunds
A no-quibble guarantee
Each pair of shoes we sell undergoes a 
strict quality control procedure before they 
get to you – and we know you’ll be delighted 
with them. If, however, for some reason you 
are not completely happy with your shoes, 
simply send them straight back to us within 
14 days in perfect, unworn condition for a ‘no 
questions asked’ replacement or refund.

Exchanges or Refunds
If you have to return your shoes for an 
exchange or refund, please follow the 
instructions on the delivery note that comes 
with your order. Returns are free using 
our Returns Service; simply use the FREE 
Returns label provided with your order, and 
take your shoes to a Post Offi ce for them to 
be returned to us.

Information on claiming VAT relief
In line with the VAT Act 1994, individuals who 
are chronically sick or disabled can claim 
VAT Relief on any product that has a “VAT 
EXEMPT” price. According the the defi nition 

by HM Revenue & Customs a person is 
“chronically sick or disabled” if he or she:
• Has a physical or mental impairment that 
has a long-term affect on their ability to carry 
out everyday activities
• Has a condition that doctors treat as a 
chronic sickness (like diabetes, for example)
• Is terminally ill
A person with a temporary injury like a broken 
leg would not qualify, nor would a frail older 
person who is otherwise well and non-
disabled. The following conditions may also 
qualify for VAT relief in some circumstances; 
Arthritis, Multiple Sclerosis, Oedema, Heart 
Disease, Stroke.
If you are unsure please ask your GP or 
health visitor as we are not able to give 
medical advice or diagnosis. If you qualify, 
claiming VAT relief is simple, just fi ll out the 
Declaration for Relief from VAT section of the 
Order Form, and send in your signed Order 
Form to us. Please note we cannot accept VAT 
Relief orders over the phone unless you have 
already signed a declaration and sent this in 
to us previously.
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FeatherGrip ™ Knee highs 
              available in Mink, Black & Natural

BlackMink Natural

If you fi nd standard hosiery too tight, or you have 
sensitive or swollen legs, you need to try our new 
range of hosiery that has been specially created to 
give a comfortable fi t for the fuller fi gure. The special 
FeatherGrip™ design keeps your hosiery in place without 
restricting circulation or leaving unsightly marks.

FeatherGrip™

FeatherGrip ™ Basic

These high quality Knee Highs, are manufactured 
with extra material in the legs and feet to ensure a 
more comfortable and generous fi tting for larger 
and swollen legs.
• Anti-Bacterial treatment
• Extra wide fi tting for larger or swollen legs
• Great Value for Money
• 100% Nylon
4 Pair Pack: £8.00

FeatherGrip ™ Warm

A thicker material to keep you warm in winter, 
these 80 Denier Knee Highs feature our 
Feathergrip™ design to keep them up without 
causing discomfort.
• Thicker material for warmth
• Anti-Bacterial treatment
• Extra wide fi tting for larger or swollen legs
• 95% Nylon, 5% Lycra®

2 Pair Pack: £9.00

FeatherGrip ™ Light Support

These special Knee Highs are specially designed to 
provide your legs with a gentle graduated massage 
action, that’s proven to improve circulation and 
reduce leg fatigue. 
• Light Support
• Anti-Bacterial treatment
• Extra wide fi tting for larger or swollen legs
• 90% Nylon, 10% Lycra®
2 Pair Pack: £7.00

FeatherGrip ™ Medium Support

These high quality Knee Highs provide more 
support to your legs, giving a fi rmer but graduated 
massaging action to improve circulation and 
reduce leg fatigue.
• Medium Support
• Anti-Bacterial treatment
• Extra wide fi tting for larger or swollen legs
• 90% Nylon, 10% Lycra®

2 Pair Pack: £8.00

Call 0800 822 313344

Extra Wide Hosiery | Knee Highs



Wearing the correct socks is an important part of having comfortable feet. We have introduced a range of 
high quality socks which represent excellent value-for-money.

Softop™ Cotton
• Super soft cotton for the ultimate in comfort
• Extra wide fi tting to ensure comfort for larger
 or swollen legs
• Softop™ design ensures socks stay up without
 restricting circulation or leaving unsightly marks
• Available in a range of colours and sizes for both
 men and women

Softop™ Wool Rich
• Super soft natural wool content for the ultimate
 in comfort
• Keeps feet cool in summer and warm in winter
• Extra wide fi tting to ensure comfort for larger
 or swollen legs
• Softop™ design ensures socks stay up without
 restricting circulation or leaving unsightly marks
• Available in a range of colours and sizes for both 
    men and women

Softop™ Thermal
• Made from heavier gauge wool super soft natural
 wool content for the ultimate in warmth and comfort
Thicker material in the leg to keep feet and ankles
• warm in cold weather
• More cushioning to the foot for greater comfort
• Extra wide fi tting to ensure comfort for larger
 or swollen legs
• Softop™ design ensures socks stay up without 
 restricting circulation or leaving unsightly marks
• Available in a range of colours and sizes for both 
    men and women

Diabetic
• Super soft for the ultimate in comfort
• Suitable for diabetics
• Smooth toe seam to reduce risk of rubbing or   
     irritation
• Cushioned Foot for real comfort and foot protection
• Easyfi t Top design ensures socks stay up without
 restricting circulation or leaving unsightly marks
• Available for both men and women

Size Black Brown Navy Oatmeal Grey

Small (4-7) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗

Medium (6-11) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Large (11-13) ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓

Size Black Navy Oatmeal

Small (4-7) ✓ ✓ ✓

Medium (6-11) ✓ ✓ ✓

Large (11-13) ✓ ✓ ✓

Size Black Navy Oatmeal

Small (4-7) ✓ ✓ ✓

Medium (6-11) ✓ ✓ ✓

Large (11-13) ✓ ✓ ✗

Size Black Oatmeal

Small (4-7) ✓ ✓

Medium (6-11) ✓ ✓

Black

Black

Black

Black

Brown

Navy

Navy

Navy

Oatmeal

Oatmeal

Oatmeal

Oatmeal

Grey

£4.50

£6.00

£6.00

£6.00

visit www.sandpipershoes.com 45
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Call 0800 822 3133

Wilson
Faithful friend
Now we have it – the simple lines and deep
elastic gussets make this a slip-on to 
remember for really wide feet.  The shaped 
topline and the removable insoles, make it a 
great fi t for diffi cult feet.
• Twin elastic gusset slip-on shoe
• Super soft leather upper
• Leather lining & Underfoot support
• Ultra fl exible construction
• Deep and wide toe box
• Padded ankle support
• Removable Non-slip insole
• 2E – 4E 3 in 1 Fitting system
• 4E – 6E 3in1 Fitting     
• Two removable insoles giving 3 fi tting 
options on each foot
•  Heel Height: 1 ¼” – 3cm
•  Size: 36 – 42     

Brown/Coffee Black

£84 inc VAT     £70 VAT exempt

Wingate
Excellent for sensitive feet
The extra long touch fastening straps allows easy adjustment, and the 
padding around the ankle ensures superb comfort all day.  The deeply 
padded tongue, and high front, give an excellent fi t for diffi cult feet.
• 4E-6E 3 in 1 Fitting       • Heel height:1¼” 3cm • Size: 36-42

£87 inc VAT     £72.50 VAT exempt

Red

Navy

Black

Red

Brown/Coffee

46
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visit www.sandpipershoes.com

Welney
Distinctive Practicality
The neat cut-out features and the diagonal touch fastening strap give 
this style a distinctive look, yet it is a very practical, superbly soft, 
fl exible and adjustable shoe.
• Single bar touch fastening
• Extra long strap for maximum 
    adjustment
• Low cut for very high or 
    swollen insteps
• Super soft leather upper
• Leather lining
• Underfoot support
• Ultra fl exible construction
• Deep toe box

• Padded ankle support
• Non-slip sole
• Suitable for diabetics
• Ultra Wide 4E – 6E 3in1 Fitting 
    system
• Two removable insoles giving 3 
    fi tting options on each foot
• Heel Height: 1¼" - 3cm
• Size: 36-42

Pewter

£87 inc VAT         £72.50 VAT exempt

Cream

Wilby
Cool comfort
A shoe for cool comfort. Enclosed to support and cushion the foot, the 
cut out feature at the front gives an open and airy feel for cool feet on 
those warmer days. The extra long touch fastening strap allows easy 
adjustment, and the padding around the ankle ensures superb comfort 
all day and all year! This style was designed in response to requests for 
a summer shoe.
• Single strap touch fastening
• Wide opening
• Extra long strap for easy 
    foot entry
• Super soft leather upper
• Leather lining 
• Underfoot support
• Ultra fl exible construction 
• Deep toe box

• Padded ankle support 
• Non-slip sole
• Suitable for diabetics 
• Ultra Wide 4E - 6E
• Two removable insoles giving  
    3 fi tting options on each foot 
• Heel height 1¼” 3cm
• Size: 36-42

£84 inc VAT     £70 VAT exempt

Marine

33 

Navy

Beige
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Call 0800 822 313348

Extra Wide Casual Shoes

PewterBlackChestnut

Farden
Ultra wide and ultra soft
The super soft leathers, leather lining, padded collar cushioned footbed make this style a real 
winner for very wide, swollen or sensitive feet.  The touch fastening strap and 3 in1 fi tting system 
provides a perfect fi t – all at great value!
• Single strap fastening
• Super soft leather upper
• Leather lining
• Underfoot support
• Ultra fl exible construction
• Seam free forepart

• Deep and wide toe box
• Padded ankle support
• Non-slip sole
• Suitable for diabetics
• 4E – 6E 3 in1 Fitting 
    system

• Two removable insoles 
    giving 3 fi tting options
    on each foot
• Heel height: 1 ¼” 3cm
• Size: 36-42

£81 inc VAT     £67.50 VAT exempt

Chestnut

Beige
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Extra Wide Casual Shoes

Filton
Fashionable style for wide feet
The punching and stitch detail on this design gives the latest look to a really practical style for 
wide or diffi cult feet.  The touch fastening bar, gives a huge amount of adjustment, and the 
removable insoles ensure a perfect fi t.  If you worry about how your feet look, yet need extra 
width and depth, then take a look at this style for this season.
• Single bar touch fastening
• Extra long strap for 
    maximum adjustment
• Low cut front for very high     
    or swollen insteps
• Super soft leather upper
• Leather lining

• Underfoot support
• Ultra fl exible construction
• Seam free forepart
• Deep and wide toe box
• Padded ankle support
• Non-slip sole
• Suitable for diabetics

• 4E – 6E 3 in1 Fitting 
    system
• Two removable insoles 
    giving 3 fi tting options on 
    each foot
• Heel height: 1 ¼” 3cm
• Size: 36-42

Black

8 98 9

Black/Burgundy

2 32 3 4ESS

Red Bronze/Pewter

Bronze/Pewter

kk Bronze/Pewter

£81 inc VAT     £67.50 VAT exempt
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Extra Wide Casual Shoes

Black/Patent

Fareham
Distinctive detail
The stitched pattern and complimentary colours set this show out as 
one that will get the attention, both for comfort and looks.  The ease 
of putting on and off is thanks to the wide elastic centre gusset, which 
also adds to the style.
• Single elastic centre gusset
• Super Soft leather upper
• Leather lining
• Underfoot support
• Ultra fl exible construction
• Seam free forepart
• Deep and wide toe box
• Padded ankle support
• Non-slip sole

• Ultra wide 4E-6E 3in1 fi tting 
    system
• Two removable insoles giving 
    3 fi tting options on each foot
• 4E – 6E 3in1 Fitting
• Heel height: 1 ¼” – 3cm
• Size:  36 – 42
 

Black/Patent

£81 inc VAT     £67.50 VAT exempt

Red/Burgundy
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Extra Wide Casual Shoes

Foxton
Cool, stylish comfort for very wide feet
The open design of this style means you can enjoy the warmer weather without sacrifi cing the 
support and protection of a shoe.  The enclosed toe area with the extra wide and deep toe box 
protects the front of your foot, and the extra long touch fastening strap and the 3 in1 fi tting 
system gives you all the adjustment you need for the perfect fi t.
• Single strap touch   
 fastening
• Super soft leather upper
• Leather lining
• Underfoot support
• Ultra fl exible construction
• Seam free forepart

• Deep and wide toe box
• Padded ankle support
• Non-slip sole
• Suitable for diabetics
• 4E – 6E 3 in1 Fitting   
 system

• Two removable insoles   
 giving 3 fi tting options on  
 each foot
• Heel height: 1 ¼” 3cm
• Size: 36-42

Pewter

Navy

Beige

Pewter

£81 inc VAT     £67.50 VAT exempt
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Extra Wide Slippers

Foscot
Practical style
This styles gives great support to the foot, and the extra long straps give excellent adjustment.  A 
smart, practical and supportive style for diffi cult feet.
• Twin strap touch fastening
• Extra long straps for 
    maximum adjustment
• Extra wide opening
• Super soft leather upper
• Leather lining
• Underfoot support

• Ultra fl exible construction
• Seam free forepart
• Deep and wide toe box
• Padded ankle support
• Non-slip sole
• Suitable for diabetics
• Removable, washable insole

• 4E – 6E 3 in 1 Fitting system
• Two removable insoles 
    giving 3 fi tting options on 
    each foot
• Heel Height: 1 ¼ “  3cm
• Size: 36-42

BlackBlack/BurgundyBrown/Coffee

Black

£81 inc VAT     £67.50 VAT exempt
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Extra Wide Casual Shoes

RedNavy

2 32 3 44ES

Black

Red

Easham
Modern fl exibility
The softness and comfort of this shoe will keep customers coming back for more! The wide 
openings and the absence of internal seams make this an obvious choice for anyone needing 
extra width and for sensitive feet that need the secure fi t of a lace up.
• 2 loop lace touch fastening
• Extra wide opening
• Super soft leather upper
• Leather lining
• Underfoot support
• Ultra fl exible construction

• Seam free forepart
• Deep and wide toe box
• Padded ankle support
• Non-slip sole
• Removable insole
• Two removable insoles 

    giving 3 fi tting options on 
    each foot
• 4E – 6E 3in1 Fitting
• Heel height: 1 ¼” – 3cm
• Size:  36 – 42

£81 inc VAT     £67.50 VAT exempt
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Extra Wide Casual Shoes

Walford
Versatility for feet
When nothing else comes close, you will 
fi nd the accommodating nature of this style 
an answer to all your fi tting problems!  The 
stretchy front material expands to fi t even 
the most diffi cult feet, and the leather rear 
quarters and lining ensures correct support 
around the ankle.  A shoe that feels like it was 
made just for you!
• Single strap touch fastening
• Soft leather quarters
• Stretchy elastane forepart
• Soft leather lining
• Underfoot support & Flexible construction
• Deep toe box & Padded ankle support
• Ultra wide 4E-6E 3in1 fi tting system
• Two removable insoles giving 
 3 fi tting options on each foot
• Heel Height: 1½" - 3.5cm
• Size: 3-9

BlackNavy

Brown

£75 inc VAT     £62.50 VAT exempt

Walmer
Accommodating support
A shoe that looks so good it will command 
attention, but feels so good you’ll not want 
them off your feet.  The padded topline, and 
long adjustable strap are just two of the 
features that make this shoe unique and so 
superbly accommodating.
• Single bar touch fastening
• Extra long strap for maximum adjustment
• Low cut front for very high or swollen
• Soft leather quarters
• Stretchy elastane forepart
• Soft leather lining
• Underfoot support & Flexible construction
• Deep toe box & Padded ankle support
• Ultra wide 4E-6E 3in1 fi tting system
• Two removable insoles giving 
 3 fi tting options on each foot
• Heel Height: 1½" - 3.5cm
• Size: 3-9

NavyBeige

£75 inc VAT     £62.50 VAT exempt

Black



Black
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Black
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Extra Wide Casual Shoes

Zinder 
Problem solved!
Hard to believe the width of this shoe, thanks 
to the neat, graceful styling.  The extra long 
touch fastening strap ensures fi rm, secure 
fastening of this innovative style for super 
wide feet.
•  6E - 8E 3in 1 Fitting     
•  Unbelievably wide
•  Heel Height: ¼“ – 2cm
•  Size:  36 - 42     

Zurich 
Soft, supple and super wide
Super soft and unbelievably adjustable, the 
phenomenal width and depth of this style, still 
has the practical adjustment of the extra long 
strap.
•  6E - 8E 3in 1 Fitting    
• Super Wide – super soft 
• Heel Height: ¼“ – 2cm
•  Size:  36 - 42     

£87 inc VAT      £72.50 
VAT exempt

2 32 3 44ESS

Black Brown

Black Red

£87 inc VAT      £72.50 VAT exempt



Extra wide openings
Easy to put on or take off - even with very swollen feet. 

2 in 1 fi tting system
A removable, washable insole to give a dual fi tting. Remove 
the insole to give extra room for very swollen or bandaged feet. 
Insert the insole to give extra cushioning and a more snug heel 
fi t. Each foot can be adjusted individually - ideal where one for is 
larger or more swollen than the other.

Underfoot support
Unlike most slippers, these styles offer correct torsional 
support under the foot, ensuring your feet are correctly 
supported even when wearing slippers all day. You can even 
wear orthotics or your own footbeds in these styles - that’s a 
fi rst for a slipper! Soft, comfortable and good for your feet!

Deep toe boxes
The last shape is specially designed to give extra room at the 
toes, ensuring a comfortable, fi rm snug fi t around the ankle and 
preventing heel slip, and the danger of tripping. 

Washable
The washable styles can be machine washed at 40˚C keeping 
them looking and smelling fresh for longer.

Sandpiper sanitation
Microbes are an every day problem, bacteria, mould fungi and yeasts are found everywhere in nature. They fl ourish wherever moisture and suitable temperature prevail. Textiles are constantly exposed to the infl uence of microbes and can show signs of mould, unpleasant odour, mildew, discolouration, material destruction and loss of functional properties.

The multiplication of microbes may be signifi cantly reduced by means of an antimicrobial treatment to the material with a combination of different environmentally friendly agents will prevent microbes from absorbing nutrients from their surroundings and effectively inhibit the multiplication of bacteria and fungi.
• Sandpiper sanitised footwear will provide more hygiene protection• The built in deodorant will help against foot odour and lengthen the life of the material• It remains active even after washing
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Extra wide openings 
for easy foot entry

£33 inc VAT     £27.50 VAT exemptSophie
Floral frenzy
This style is specially constructed to give a seam free toe 
area. Ideal for sensitive feet, or to accommodate bunions 
or hammer toes.
• Touch fastening strap
• Extra long strap for  
   maximum adjustment
• 2 in 1 fi tting system with 
   removable insole
• Cushioned, non-slip 
   outdoor sole
• Extra wide opening
• Soft, washable upper

• Sanitised protection
• Velour lining
• Underfoot support
• Flexible construction
• Heel Height: 1” - 2.5cm
• Deep toe box
• Ultra wide fi tting
• Size: 3-9

Navy

2 32 3 4 54 5SIZESZES

Blue Floral

WineWine Floral

Wine Floral
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Black SparkleNavy Sparkle

Selina
Festive feet
This cute slipper style really will get 
comments from your friends and family; it just 
can’t go unnoticed. The snug collar design 
hugs the foot, and the touch fasting strap 
allows precise adjustment for perfect fi t. 
• Touch fastening strap
• Flexible construction & underfoot support
• Non-slip outdoor sole
• 2in1 fi tting system with removable insole
• Ultra wide fi tting
• Heel Height: 1" - 2.5cm
• Size: 3-9

Cherry Sparkle

£39 inc VAT     £32.50 VAT exempt

Val A treat for your feet
The best looking bootee slipper you will fi nd 
for swollen feet. Now you can have style 
and support. The boot opens right out to 
accommodate even very swollen feet and 
ankles and, with the full built-in support and 
outdoor sole, you can wear them all day!
• Touch fastening strap
• Extra long strap for maximum adjustment
• Extra wide opening
• Soft, washable upper
• Sanitised protection
• Warm lining
• Underfoot support & Flexible construction
• Cushioned, non-slip outdoor sole
• 2 in 1 fi tting system with removable insole
• Deep toe box
• Ultra wide fi tting
• Heel Height: 1" - 2.5cm
• Size: 3-9

£36 inc VAT     £30 VAT exempt

WineNatural

Natural

58
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Vera
Fun, eye-catching comfort!
Why should slippers be boring?  Here we have 
a great looking style, for those dark winter 
months, but you don’t have to sacrifi ce any 
comfort just to look great.  The wide opening 
and the supportive touch fastening strap 
make this a really practical slipper, even for 
the widest of feet.
• Single strap touch fastening
• Soft washable upper
• Warm lining
• Underfoot support
• Cushioned, non-slip outdoor sole
• Flexible construction
• 2in1 fi tting system with removable insole
• Deep, seam free toe box
• Ultra wide fi tting
• Heel Height: 1” – 2.5 cm
• Size 3-9

£39 inc VAT     £32.50 VAT exempt

Charcoal 
Polka Multi

Viv
Scrumptiously cosy
Based on our popular Val slipper style, we 
have added real sheep’s wool lining to give 
extra warmth for those cold winter months. 
Ideal for swollen feet that feel the cold, but 
want to look smart.
• Extra long strap for maximum adjustment
• Soft, washable upper
• Real wool lining for warmth
• Cushioned, non-slip outdoor sole
• Underfoot support
• 2 in 1 fi tting system with removable insole
• Deep toe box
• Ultra wide fi tting
• Heel Height: 1" - 2.5cm
• Size: 3-9

£39 inc VAT     £32.50 VAT exempt

Black
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Doreen
A great style for indoors and out
The soft upper and lining keeps the foot cool 
during the summer and the closed heel and 
underfoot support makes it a good house shoe 
throughout the winter! 
• Twin strap touch fastening fl ap
• Extra long straps for maximum adjustment
• Soft, washable upper
• Sanitised protection
• Underfoot support
• Flexible construction
• Cushioned, non-slip outdoor sole
• Suitable for diabetics
• Ultra wide 6E fi tting
• Heel Height: 1” - 2.5cm
• Size:  3-9

£36 inc VAT     £30.00 VAT exempt

Wine

Brown/Natural Wine Navy

Sarah
Solutions for feet
This excellent style has unbelievable 
adjustment over the instep, and gives great 
support for even the widest or most swollen 
of feet, it keeps the foot well covered and 
supported.  A really practical style.
• Single strap touch fastening
• Wide opening with bellows feature
• Soft washable upper
• 100% cotton lining
• Underfoot support
• Cushioned, non-slip outdoor sole
• Flexible construction
• 2in1 fi tting system with removable insole
• Deep, seam free toe box
•  Ultra wide fi tting
• Heel Height: 1” – 2.5 cm
• Size: 3-9

£39 inc VAT     £32.50 VAT exempt

Black

60
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Wine Floral

Wendy
The wrap around slipper
A truly versatile slipper for the most diffi cult or swollen feet. This style 
is designed to open out completely fl at and can be ‘rolled’ up around 
the foot to give a snug, secure feel.
• Touch fastening fl ap at the front and back
• Opens out fl at
• Soft, washable trilobal upper
• 2 in 1 fi tting system with removable insole
• Cushioned, non-slip outdoor sole
• Sanitised protection
• Velour lining
• Underfoot support
• Flexible construction
• Deep seem free toe box
• Ultra wide fi tting
• Heel Height: 1" - 2.5cm
• Size: 3-9

£39 inc VAT     £32.50 VAT exempt

Navy

Wine

Literally opens out fl at!

WiW ne Florall
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Comfort Slippers

Wine

Silvia
Adjustable comfort
A superb, seam free style with excellent adjustment around the ankle.
• Single strap touch fastening
• Soft, washable trilobal upper
• Sanitised protection
• Velour lining
• Flexible construction
• Cushioned, non-slip sole
• Wide fi tting
• Heel Height: 1" - 2.5cm
• Size: 3-9

Bess
Beautiful booties
A simple bootee slipper for superb warmth 
and support right up around the ankle.
• Touch fastening strap
• Extra wide opening
• Soft, washable trilobal upper
• Sanitised protection
• Velour lining
• Flexible construction
• Cushioned, non-slip sole
• Wide fi tting
• Heel Height: 1" - 2.5cm
• Size: 3-9

£20

£20

Wine

Navy

Navy
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Mary
Ideal for swollen insteps
A smart shoe for around the house, this style is ideal if your feet swell over the instep as it has a 
low cut front. The shaped, padded collar hugs your ankle for correct support, and the long touch 
fastening strap ensures the perfect fi t even for swollen feet. The soft washable upper provides 
the ultimate comfort and the durable outdoor sole maintains practicality.
• Single strap touch fastening
• Low cut front for very high/swollen insteps
• Extra long strap for maximum adjustment
• Underfoot support & Flexible construction
• Cushioned, non-slip outdoor sole
• 2in1 fi tting system with removable insole
• Deep, seam-free toe box
• Suitable for diabetics
• Ultra Wide 4E-6E 2in1 Fitting
• Heel Height 1" - 2.5cm
• Size: 3-9

Navy

£39 inc VAT     £32.50 VAT exempt

Susie
Stretchable comfort
The stretchable elastane material is great to accommodate very swollen or misshapen feet. The 
adjustable fastening holds the foot snug against the heel for good support. This style will ‘mould’ 
to the shape of the foot, even when your feet change shape during the day.
• Single strap fastening
• Deep, seam free and stretchable toe area
• Sanitised protection
• 100% cotton lining
• Underfoot support
• Cushioned, non-slip outdoor sole
• Flexible construction
• 2 in 1 fi tting system 
 with removable insole
• Suitable for diabetics
• Ultra wide fi tting
• Heel Height: 1" - 2.5cm
• Size: 3-9

£39 inc VAT     £32.50 VAT exempt

Black

Black
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Dora
Cool and fl exible
A great style for indoors and out. The cotton upper and lining keeps 
the foot cool during the summer and the closed heel and underfoot 
support makes it a good house shoe throughout the winter!
• Twin strap touch fastening fl ap
• Extra long straps
• Soft, washable, 100% cotton  
 upper and lining
• Sanitised protection
• Underfoot support
• Flexible construction
• Cushioned, non-slip sole

• Suitable for diabetics
• Extra Wide 6E Fitting
• Heel Height 1" - 2.5cm
• Size: 3-9

Beige

Beige Floral

Beige

£36 inc VAT     £30 VAT exempt

Denim

64
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Beige Floral

Tracy
Light and airy
A smart looking, lightweight summer shoe with cool cotton uppers and full underfoot support. A 
great style, summer or winter, indoors or out.
• Touch fastening ‘T-bar’ strap
• Extra long straps for maximum adjustment
• Soft, washable, 100% cotton upper
• 100% cotton lining
• Sanitised protection
• Underfoot support
• Flexible construction
• Cushioned, non-slip outdoor sole
• 2 in 1 fi tting system with removable insole
• Suitable for diabetics
• Ultra Wide 4E-6E 2in1 Fitting
• Heel Height 1" - 2.5cm
• Size: 3-9 Beige

Denim

£36 inc VAT     £30 VAT exempt
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Welcome 
to the new mens collection

The newly launched range of gents sandals, loafers and boat shoes 
are perfect for holidays—the range also caters for the working 
day and the weekend with styles to compliment business 
attire or jeans and a casual shirt.

66

Contemporary and classic styles, 

handcrafted using hard wearing leathers 

and soft suedes with light-weight fl exible construction
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Lee  
• Soft leather upper
• Leather lining
• Underfoot support
• Flexible construction
• Non-slip sole
• Removable cushioned anatomic insole
• GX Fitting
• Size: 39 - 46

Black

67
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Lewis  
• Soft leather upper
• Leather lining
• Underfoot support
• Flexible construction
• Non-slip sole
• Removable cushioned anatomic insole
• GX Fitting
• Size: 39 - 46

Black

68

Mens Comfort Shoes

£69
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Adam  
• Soft leather upper
• Leather lining
• Underfoot support
• Flexible construction
• Non-slip sole
• Removable cushioned anatomic insole
• G Fitting
• Size: 39 - 46

Black

69

Mens Comfort Shoes
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Black

£69

Brown
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Angus  
• Single strap touch fastening
• Soft leather upper
• Leather lining
• Underfoot support
• Flexible construction
• Rubber Non-slip sole
• Removable cushioned anatomic insole
• G Fitting
• Size: 39 - 46

Alan  
• Soft leather upper
• Leather lining
• Underfoot support
• Flexible construction
• Non-slip sole
• Removable cushioned anatomic insole
• G Fitting
• Size: 39 - 46

£69

£69

Black

Brown

70
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Black Brown

Black
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Harry  
• Soft leather upper
• Leather lining
• Underfoot support
• Flexible construction
• Rubber Non-slip sole
• Removable cushioned anatomic insole
• G Fitting
• Size: 39 - 46

Dave  
• Soft leather upper
• Leather lining
• Underfoot support
• Flexible construction
• Non-slip sole
• Cushioned anatomic insole
• G Fitting
• Size: 39 - 46

£74

£64

Brushed 
Marine

Navy/Tan Waxy
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Ivan  
• Soft leather upper
• Leather lining
• Underfoot support
• Flexible construction
• Non-slip sole
• Cushioned anatomic insole
• G Fitting
• Size: 39 - 46

Edwin  
• Fabric and soft leather upper
• Leather lining
• Underfoot support
• Flexible construction
• Non-slip sole
• Removable cushioned anatomic insole
• G Fitting
• Size: 39 - 46

£69

£69

Brown

Navy/Brown 
Multi

72

Mens Comfort Shoes

Black Tan

Navy/Brown Multi
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Myles  
Robust sandal with soft leather upper and 
stitched in leather insole that is suitable for 
any location.
•  Soft leather upper
•  Leather lining
•  Underfoot support
•  Flexible construction
•  Non-slip sole
•  Stitched, cushioned leather anatomic insole
•  G Fitting
• Size: 39 - 46

Murray  
Robust sandal with soft leather upper and 
stitched in leather insole that is suitable for 
any location.
•  Soft leather upper
•  Leather lining
•  Underfoot support
•  Flexible construction
•  Rubber Non-slip sole
•  Stitched, cushioned leather anatomic insole
•  G Fitting
• Size: 39 - 46

£59

£59

Brown

Brown
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Owen  
• Soft leather upper
• Leather lining
• Underfoot support
• Flexible constru ction
• Non-slip sole
• Cushioned anatomic insole
• G Fitting
• Size: 39 - 46

Oakley  
• Soft leather upper
• Leather lining
• Underfoot support
• Flexible construction
• Non-slip sole
• Cushioned anatomic insole
• G Fitting
• Size: 39 - 46

£84

£84

Black

Black

74

Mens Comfort Shoes

Black Tan

Black Tan
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Tony
Corporate Style
An easy to fasten, easy to wear style with a touch fastening strap. The clever styling on the front of 
the shoe keeps even the widest feet looking neat. The ultimate combination of practicality and style.
• Single strap touch fastening
• Removable insole
• 3 in 1 fi tting system

• Ultra deep toe box
• Padded ankle support/tongue
• Seam free forepart

• Suitable for diabetics
• Ultra wide fi tting
• Size: 6-12 

“Easy to put on, 
comfortable

and very smart.” 
Mr W - Tedtbury

Brown

£87 inc VAT     £72.50 VAT exempt

Brown

Black
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Terry
Luxurious leather 
The super soft leathers provide the ultimate comfort, and the wide shape last with the deep toe 
box, gives plenty of room for even the most sensitive toes. You can simply put them on and forget 
you’re wearing them!
• Single Strap touch 
    fastening
• Super soft leather upper
• Leather lining

• Removable insole
• 3 in 1 fi tting system
• Seam free forepart
• Deep toe box

• Padded ankle support
• Ultra wide Fitting
• Size: 6-12

£87 inc VAT     £72.50 VAT exempt

Black

“Excellent quality – they’re better 
than you say they are.”

Mr H  - Sandbach

76
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Paul
Comfortable classic
A lightweight, practical lace-up that works equally well as a smart formal shoe, or an everyday 
casual. The ultra deep toe boxes and a seam free toe area gives comfort for all day, every day 
wear.
• 4 eyelet lace
• Removable insole
• 3 in 1 fi tting system
• Ultra deep toe box
• Padded ankle support

• Padded tongue
• Seam free forepart
• Suitable for diabetics
• Ultra wide fi tting
• Size: 6-12 (14 available in Black)

£87 inc VAT     £72.50 VAT exempt

BlackBrown

Brown
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Brown

Neil
Stylishly simple
A great tough sandal, with a lightweight and soft construction that gives you a sporty look, with a 
great fi t for extra wide, active feet.  The durable sole and the cushioned footbed mean these will 
soon become favourites all year round – outside in the summer, and indoors in the winter!
• Triple strap touch fastening
• Extra long straps for maximum adjustment
• Padded protection for sensitive feet
• Lightweight design

• Soft leather upper
• Durable, fl exible sole
• Ultra Wide Fitting
• Size: 6-12

£78 inc VAT     £65 VAT exempt

“Since my wife bought me a pair of Sandpiper, I’ve not worn any other shoes!”

Mr Y  - Gloucester

78
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Steve
Smart tartan
Ideal for sensitive feet, this style is designed 
with a seam free toe area, with an extra 
deep toe box. Will accommodate swollen 
feet, bunions or hammer toes and is easily 
adjustable for the perfect fi t.
• Single strap touch fastening
• Soft, washable trilobal upper
• Sanitised protection
• Velour lining
• Underfoot support
• Cushioned, non-slip outdoor sole
• Flexible construction
• Deep, seam free toe box
• Suitable for diabetics
• 2 in 1 fi tting system with removable insole
• Ultra wide fi tting
• Size: 6-12

NavyBrown

Gary
Simple support
A snug, cosy yet supportive bootee that opens 
right out and can be adjusted to give a fi rm 
fi t for each foot individually, with the touch 
fastening fl ap and removable insoles.
• Touch fastening strap
• Extra wide opening
• Soft, washable trilobal upper
• Sanitised protection
• Velour lining
• Underfoot support
• Cushioned, non-slip outdoor sole
• Flexible construction
• Deep toe box
• Suitable for diabetics
• 2 in 1 fi tting system with removable insole
• Ultra wide fi tting
• Size: 6-12

£39 inc VAT     £32.50 VAT exempt

Brown

Brown Navy

Navy

£36 inc VAT     £30 VAT exempt
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Brown

Walter
The wrap around slipper
Even when all else fails, this will fi t! This style is designed to open out completely fl at and can be 
‘rolled’ up around the foot to give a snug, secure fi t even on the most diffi cult or swollen feet.
• Touch fastening fl ap at 
    front and back
• Opens out fl at
• Washable trilobal upper
• Sanitised protection
• Velour lining

• Underfoot support
• Flexible construction
• Cushioned, non-slip 
    outdoor sole
• Deep toe box
• Suitable for diabetics

• 2 in 1 fi tting system with 
    removable insole
• Ultra wide fi tting
• Size: 6-12

£45 inc VAT     £37.50 VAT exempt

Literally opens out fl at!

Flexible fabric - moulds to 
the shape of your foot

Black
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Silas
Stretches and shapes to your foot
This style will literally stretch to the shape 
of your foot. Ideal for very swollen or 
mis-shapen feet as it moulds to your foot, 
even when your feet may swell or change 
shape during the day.
• Underfoot support and fl exible construction
• 2 in 1 fi tting system with removable insole
• Deep, seam free and stretchable toe area
• Single strap touch fastening
• Sanitised protection
• 100% cotton lining
• Cushioned, non-slip outdoor sole
• Deep toe box
• Suitable for diabetics
• Ultra wide fi tting
• Size: 6-12

£39 inc VAT    £32.50 VAT exempt

Flexible fabric - moulds to 
the shape of your foot

Black
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Sampson
Practical support
This clever style has exceptional adjustment over the instep, and gives great support for even the 
widest or most swollen of feet, it keeps the foot well covered and supported.  A really practical 
style for diffi cult to fi t feet.
• Single strap touch fastening
• Wide opening with 
 bellows feature
• Soft washable upper
• 100% cotton lining
• Underfoot support
• Cushioned, non-slip 
 outdoor sole
• Flexible construction
• 2in1 fi tting system with 
 removable insole
• Deep, seam free toe box
• Ultra wide fi tting
• Heel Height: 1” – 2.5 cm
• Size: 6-12

£39 inc VAT    £32.50 VAT exempt

Black
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Gel Insole £25

Provides relief for heel, arch and forefoot 
problems. The dual formation absorbs shock 
under high-pressure areas while supporting 
surrounding tissue. Made from Silicone gel 
for long lasting cushioning and durability. 
Size:  
available: 
Small (2-6), 
Medium (6-8), 
Large (8-10).

Insole Ball of Foot Cushion £12

Relieves tenderness and gently cushions 
and supports the ball of the foot. Soft natural 
leather cover absorbs perspiration and helps 
keep feet cool.
Sizes available: 
3-8 Whole 
sizes only.

Arch Cushion £15

Gentle cushioning 
support for weak or 
fallen arches and the 
ball of the foot. Soft 
natural leather cover 
absorbs perspiration 
and helps keep feet 
cool. 
Sizes available: 3-12. Whole sizes only.

Gel Heel Cups £18 

To reduce heel pain. The heel cups absorb 
shock and cushion painful heels for 
immediate relief. They reduce tension on the 
achilles tendon and support the longitudinal 
arch. Made from Silicone gel for long lasting 
cushioning and durability.
Sizes available: 
Small (2-7), 
Medium (7-10).

Long Shoe Horn £4

If you fi nd it diffi cult to get down to out your shoes on, 
this long, fl exible shoe horn is just what you need 
to assist you. 
• 37cm long
• Flexible design

Protector £8

Invisibly protects leather surfaces 
against penetration of water and 
oil. It does not affect the breathing 
properties of the leather, while 
making it Stain Resistant. Please 
note – this does not make shoes 
waterproof. 
For all colours. 200ml Aerosol.

Shoe Cream £5

Cleans, preserves and restores 
colours to all leathers. Colours 
available: Beige, Brown, Black, 
Navy, Neutral. 75ml Tube.
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We understand that even wide shoes need to be stylish

Practical and Smart Mens Shoes

Fashionable Comfort Shoes

Soft and Supple Mens Sandals

Extra Wide Summer styles

Page 20-35

Page 14-19

Page 66-77

Stylish Sandals

Page 6-13

Extra Wide Casual 

Page 36-55

Page 78
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comfort beyond compare

Call 0800 822 3133 or visit www.sandpipershoes.com




